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Welcome to the launch of ACT NOW, the newsletter which is aimed at providing
relevant information to small businesses.

As the founder of Achieving Clarity, I was determined to pull together a team with the right business management skills and experience so 

As the founder of Achieving Clarity, I was determined to pull together a team with the right business management skills and
experience so we could offer a one-stop shop for clients to get professional advice and support. I am delighted that we now
have over 200 clients who benefit from our Accountancy services, our HR and Training support; our Health and Safety
Guidance and our Marketing and Branding input – all delivered by qualified and experienced professionals, who have been
hand-picked because of their commitment to give their best to help others succeed.

I hope you find the articles interesting and helpful. As ever, please do not hesitate to let us know if there is more we can
do to improve – this newsletter is for you.

TAKE ADVANTAGE
You can use the Family Company to support a Student through
University by employing them: They must be seen to do
work commensurate with the salary – our son looks after all
our social media. If you pay between £490 and £680 a month
then this will be too low for any tax or National Insurance
deductions, but will ensure that the year is counted for
contributory benefit purposes. Any salary will save 19%
Corporation tax – so if you pay £11,500 pa, £2185 of that is
paid by reduced Corporation Tax. Furthermore, employing
your son or daughter means the Company can benefit from
the Employment Allowance, potentially saving Employers
National Insurance up to £3000.

STUDENTS

NO TAX SAVING IS TRIVIAL
Once upon a time there was an employer who had a coffee
machine in his premises for the employees to use. It could
not be set to “free vend” and so he placed a bowl of 10p
pieces beside the machine so that employees wanting a hot
drink could use one to operate the machine. HMRC decided
the employer had to operate PAYE on 10p, each time an
employee had a drink, because the 10p was a cash payment
rather than a way of giving free coffee to the employees
(which would not itself be taxable). Fortunately, there is now
a more pragmatic approach by HMRC, so lets not miss out on
the opportunity to save some money.

TAX ON TRIVIAL BENEFITS
Now, you don’t have to pay tax on a benefit for your
employee if all of the following apply: it costs you £50 or less
to provide it isn’t cash or a cash voucher it isn’t a reward for
their work or performance it isn’t in the terms of their
contract This is known as a ‘trivial benefit’. You don’t need to
pay tax or National Insurance or even let HM Revenue and
Customs (HMRC) know about it.  Examples are flowers for the
birth of a child or a marriage; a gift voucher because its
Monday and we all need cheering up; a birthday or Christmas
present – even champagne to celebrate being here –
provided its less than £50 per person each time then this is 
tax free.

There is no limit to the number of times you can pay out the
£50 or less benefit, although HMRC will become interested
if employers are seen to exploit this tax saving strategy too
far. And because us ‘Owner Directors’ need to be reigned in,
there is a particular restriction for close companies
(a company run by 5 or fewer shareholders). We cannot
receive trivial benefits worth more than £300 in a tax year –
so, if both yourself and your wife are employed by the
Company – that’s up to £300 a year each – in £50 or less
bundles – so have a bottle of wine on the Taxman...

TRIVIAL?
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VOLUNTARY OVERTIME MUST BE
INCLUDED IN HOLIDAY PAY

Voluntary overtime should be treated in the same way as
other forms of paid overtime and must be included in the first
four weeks of workers’ holiday pay, the Employment Appeal
Tribunal (EAT) has ruled. The case: Dudley Metropolitan
Borough Council v Willetts (and others) Holiday pay claims
were brought against the council by a group of 56 employees
responsible for the repair and maintenance of council houses.
They worked a set number of hours per week, which counted
as their ‘normal working hours’. In addition, once in every four
or five weeks they were on an on-call register and worked
additional voluntary hours. However, these voluntary
payments were excluded from their holiday pay. EAT decision
The EAT drew on previous Court of Justice of the European
Union decisions which emphasised that workers should
receive their ‘normal pay’ when they take a holiday. The EAT
stated that workers should not be deterred from exercising
their rights to take paid annual leave and any reduction in
salary is presumed to act as a deterrent. Does all voluntary
overtime have to be included in holiday pay? No, purely ad-
hoc or irregular overtime does not have to be included.
However, overtime that ‘extends for a sufficient period of time
on a regular and/or recurring basis’ and has become part of
the worker’s normal pay must be included. This will include
regular overtime worked at certain times of the year (such as
over the Christmas period) as well as overtime worked
frequently throughout the year.

OVERTIME

SUN DAMAGE

WORKING IN THE SUN: WHAT IS
THE PROBLEM?
Too much sunlight is harmful to your skin. A tan is a sign that
the skin has been damaged. The damage is caused by
ultraviolet (UV) rays in sunlight. How can the employer help to
protect their workers?

Hold meetings to discuss ways to protect from Skin damage,
Burns and blistering. Encourage workers to follow the
following advice.

•Keep your top on.
•Wear a hat with a brim or a flap that covers the ears and the
back of the neck.
•Stay in the shade whenever possible, during your breaks and
especially at lunch time.
•Use a high factor sunscreen of at least SPF15 on any exposed
skin.
•Drink plenty of water to avoid dehydration.
•Check your skin regularly for any unusual moles or spots.
•See a doctor promptly if you find anything that is changing in
shape, size or colour, itching or bleeding. Wendy Tetley
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